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Thank you very much for coming. It is my pleasure to welcome you all here.
“The Quantum Impulse and the Space-Time Matrix” – this is the title of my fifth book. I have reached
the stage when the exclusively technical findings of my research might also easily be related to our
own everyday lives. This compatibility of my observations with our common, human wisdom also
affords me with an additional proof.
When I talked to my friend from Oxford about giving this presentation, his advice was: “Let your
name KISS be your guide. Keep It Simple, Stupid!” However, this “simplicity” will need examples and I
hope these will well illustrate the content of my book.
The overall message of my book is that the quantum impulse is the building stone of the universe.
The simple translation of this statement means that we all have our own spirit. And our spirits live
forever.
It is very risky speaking about the spirit in the context of scientific research, but if the proofs are
given, it can be pronounced.
The spiritual life is always an actual subject, whether we speak about it out loud or not. Einstein was
asked many times to speak about the relation of science and religion. His articles are full of logic, but
he has always got around giving the direct answer with the necessary diplomacy.
Max Planck stated with his full experience and knowledge, that matter as such does not exist.
Everything surrounding us is just an illusion. This can be understood in many ways, but for me it
means we live in processes.
1. The quantum impulse
Our world basically is bipolar. Empty and full; plenty and few; small and big; proton process and
neutron process and so on… And we are balancing between the two poles. The speciality of this
bipolarity is that while one direction happens on its own, the other direction always needs a drive.
Emptying the purse is easy, the refilling needs work! Slowing down is easy, speeding up needs work.
Life gives us examples without end.
This is the case in the elementary world as well. Elements themselves are repetitive processes in
cycles. The elementary process in one direction happens on its own, but the other direction needs
the internal drive of the process. The same way as it is in the family. The family can use only those
products, purchased or produced by the family itself. The internal energy of the elementary process
cannot be utilised in full within the cycle. The cycles cannot run out to zero, as there would be in this
case nowhere for the new cycles to start from. If we eat all our food for dinner, there will be no
breakfast for the children next morning.
This is a little bit similar to the casino game: winning and losing. We only have the chance to play in
the next round again if at least one token is left. No token means, no more game, the end. Having the
token means not only the game but also the chance to win. It is the same in the elementary world.
There is a small portion of the elementary process left within each cycle. But in this case not only this
small portion remains, but also that elementary drive, the energy of that quantum impulse, which
otherwise would complete the process. In simple terms, this means that the quantum impulse is the
natural end product of each elementary cycle.
The elementary process starts with a new cycle and the remaining quantum impulse is not only
accumulating within the space, but this quantum impulse itself is the one composing the space. In
this way, the elementary cycles from cycle to cycle (including also all natural losses) start always with
less and less values. This is the elementary evolution from the plasma state to the Hydrogen process,
as I call it.
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The space has been established by the quantum impulse of the elementary processes. And the space
is not just about the space above the Earth surface, but below it as well. The difference is in their
intensities. The intensity of the elementary processes below the surface is higher than that above the
surface.
When I have come in my research to the point that the cooling of the plasma during the elementary
evolution resulting in the formulation of the Earth core, full with elementary processes, the question
was: how can the overall process ensure the continuity of the quantum impacts? How can be ensured
the harmony between the inside “big” and the outside “small” intensities? There is no way having the
continuity between the two disrupted. The solution is the water, covering all over the Earth surface.
Water slows down the quantum signals, in this way the increased quantum impact below can be
connected to the external one above of less intensity. There is something similar, I have remembered
in the Old Testament. I have taken the Bible and opened it. The first two sentences are: “(1) In the
beginning God created the heaven and the earth. (2) And the earth was without form and void and
darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.”
There are four statements within these two sentences. All four are the necessary corner-stones of the
elementary evolution: The first the heaven and the earth, the formulation of the Earth core; the
second is the water, for the transition of the quantum impacts; the third is the darkness was upon the
face of the deep, as there was no conflict yet between the quantum impacts of the Earth gravitation
and the external quantum impact of the Sun, which results in light; and the fourth and the most
important now for us was: “And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.” The infinite high
number of quantum impulses composes the space itself.
This is a grandiose, simple and at the same time precise definition of the formulation of our world.
And it has given me a kind of certainty and pleasure… See, Moses has already described it in his first
book, the Genesis. The quantum impulse is the product of the elementary processes.
In one of the subsections of my book, therefore, I have taken a look at the first ten verses, up to “Let
the earth bring forth grass” point. And the description is in full correspondence with the phases of the
elementary evolution. The conflict between the quantum impact of gravitation and the Sun is not just
let there be light, but its increasing intensity resulted in the rotation of the Earth. The further
increasing conflict resulted in the increase of the temperature and in the steaming of the water, the
firmament which has divided the waters from the waters. The temperature is still increasing even
these days, as the permanent increase of the quantum impacts from our technologies continues to
deepen the still existing conflict.
The space cannot be empty. There are no photons flying within the empty space or in the almost
vacuum, as the official science believes it, rather quantum impulses establish the space, transferring all
information.
The elementary world is reasonable. An elementary cycle can only be efficient if the remaining
quantum impulse is of infinite small value. Otherwise, we would easily and quickly lose all our energy
sources. The quantum impulse in simple terms is similar, sorry, to the definition of the working class,
given by Marx: There is nothing for them to lose. It cannot be turning into nothing, as it cannot drive
anything, nowhere to spend its intensity. It is the smallest “force”. It cannot be driven, as it is outside
of the elementary processes. In this way the lifetime of the quantum impulse is infinitely long!
2. About your spirit
Cycles are well known for us. Our everyday life represents cycles. There is also no question but we
have been built up from elementary processes. In this way, our elementary processes generate our
quantum impulses, our personal characteristics, our astral appearance, our spirit at the end of each of
our elementary cycles. We have our quantum presence in parallel with our physical life, which does
not stop existing after our death. On the contrary it remains acting forever. Our spirit is in constant
contact with us for all our life – if we allow it. And after our death it will be in contact with those
people whose quantum characteristics are similar to ours.
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Our spirit is the product of our elementary processes. The balance between our physical and spiritual
self is not a fairy tale. Our physical elementary structure has its quantum impact optimum. If anything
becomes declined relative to this optimal status, the spiritual support will be coming, as the
differences have been reflected by our quantum impulses – our spiritual impact. Spirits, similar to
ours, will be taking over parts from the problems, as they are of the same space-time.
The technical basis of the support is simple: all elementary processes have their own physical
parameters, including our own physical elementary presence as well. The quantum impacts of our
elementary processes determine our personal space-time, what we belong to. If our physical presence
is changing, the impact is changing as well. We cannot change our shirt during a football match; we
play for our team and the team plays for us.
Quantum impulses, similar to our spirits, “join and help” as they are of the same space-time. It is
easier to dissolve a damaging impact in a bucketful of water than within a spoon. Spiritual
communication resolves the conflicts. This is, in fact, nothing other than clear elementary quantum
communication. In a spiritual meaning, you have not been left alone.
Our own space-time is our protecting umbrella. The larger our space-time of communication is, the
less is our quantum load and pressure. The distance has no importance.
Our elementary and astral presence must be in balance. And the balance is working, if we let it be
acting. It is important to underline “allowing it” and “let it be”, as the influence of the mental ego is
huge. And this is risking the physical and the astral (spiritual) balance. As we always remember it in our
prayers: “Do not lead us into temptation!”
There is no such a temptation in the elementary world, at work there is the strong rationality only. The
wisdom of the philosophers of the East says: Between God and you is yourself. The biggest risk to the
harmony of the physical and spiritual balance is yourself, your ego.
Our spirit is with us. But we can leave it behind, as our spirit does not have any drive to follow
ourselves . Therefore, when we slow down, our quantum self returns back to us, or, better to say our
spirit will be surrounding us again, fulfilling our personal space-time. Our spirit belongs to our spacetime. This is the reason meditation has its positive impact.
Our space-time connects us with all similar spirits, with all our predecessors. We are, in our physical
presence, representing all of them. We also can say we are one and the same with them. Our spirit
never dies, it remains living forever. We are the followers of our predecessors. I have finally
understood what the meaning of the age of a spirit is. It is the summarised lifetime of all my
predecessors. I do not know how to measure it and do not care too much about it. The summarisation
for me as principle is more than enough.
We cannot speak with our spirit, but we can receive its messages: we always know inside ourselves
whether we are you happy or not. Our spirit belongs to our space-time.
3. The space-time and the aura
The space is established by quantum impulses, the space-time established by events. If our garden is
the space, our apple tree, our pear tree and all our other trees in the garden are separate space-times.
The space in its classical meaning is of length dimension. Contrary to this the space-time is classified by
our speed value of quantum communication and by the intensity of our actions. The higher the speed
value of our quantum communication is, the larger is our space – for communication. The stronger we
kick the ball, the farther it flies. And the more our intensity is, the less time we need to kick the ball so
far away. Do not worry about the number of the cycles the Earth has made around the Sun since the
day of our different birthdates. That is not about our time count. That is the time count of the planet
called Earth. For orientation, it is quite a good parallel, but our age depends on our own time count.
The larger our individual space-time is, the more our intensity is, the slower our internal time count is.
The intensity, in this context, is not about being lazy or working hard, rather the synonym of our
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internal efficiency. Being in physical-spiritual balance slows us down, puts our intensity on our optimal
level; slows our time count down.
The aura is different than our spirit. The aura is the vice versa impact of our quantum communication
within the space surrounding each of us. The aura is a permanent conflict which one has to manage.
Each one of us is the integrated quantum impact of our elementary processes. The space is full with
elementary processes and quantum impacts, and not just of different origin, but also of different
intensity. Using the casino case, this is not about the token, rather the game itself. If we have energy
surplus, our aura is bright. The quantum impact of our elementary processes in this case puts the
boundaries of our aura far from us. If our aura is grey or even it is not seen, it means our energy
consumption is more than our energy generation. We are in decline and we cannot leave this
tendency without response.
The City of London is the classical example of one of the hardest aura conflicts. The City is overloaded.
Each square metre of the Bank quarter generates a flow of quantum signals. Computers, mobile
phones, I-pads, the operating information technology, all load the same quantum space where I try to
operate with my own aura, with my own physical presence, with my spiritual tokens. The physical
demand of the quantum impact load is huge. Withstanding this challenge without consequences
needs extraordinary fitness. But this I am afraid is similar to any addiction. If the load is off, it is
missing.
But we do not need to go to London for having a life full of quantum signals. This kind of pressure,
similar to a stretched membrane is present already. Our auras try to get grip on the uncountable
quantum signals of our modern life. In the case of the increase of the quantum signals – and the
signals are getting more for sure as this is the era of the increasing mass use of the information
technology – this membrane will be stretched more and more. The number of the conflicts is
increasing. This fact underlines even more the necessity for the physical and spiritual balance.
4. The energy of the quantum future
I enjoy the results of my research. The proper real objective is to specify the energy source in line with
the quantum future of our children. And we will find it, because the young generation is talented and
has intuitively this kind of quantum approach. Just take a look how they manage the computer
technology!
The balance in the field of the energy generation has been broken. There is a chaos there. We all know
that energy production technologies with destructive environmental impact have to be replaced, but
this is impossible in a conventional way without the renewal of the approach. The water, the wind and
the sunshine are all important sources, but they cannot be the replacements of the current, still
necessary but in fact environmentally destructive ones, even with the best use of advanced design and
planning. For finding the new energy source we need new views and a new approach in physics.
Different from today’s one with the glib statement that “we know already everything, just the details
have been left to discover” – which has always been the wrong concept of outworn eras in physics.
I would like to say a couple of words about this subject before finishing my presentation.
5. But before, let us take it a little bit easy
When I was a young boy, I was taken for specific suit-purchase-projects to Budapest and then back to
my village. Sitting in the train I was always thinking, what would it be if this were not me who was
travelling, but the railway stations, which pass one after each other in front of me, travelling beneath
me on the railway track? But there are so many rails in different directions and so many children,
taken for buying them a suit?!
Or, from time to time when stepping down from the bus arriving at my Grammar School it was in my
mind that it was not me who was actually stepping down from the bus, rather it was the Earth surface
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approaching me from below. But, in this case, should the bus also be lifted upwards?! And there are so
many buses and also the bus station and there are so many who step down?!
6. Relativity
Einstein did examine gravitation at the beginning of the last century. His methodology was a new one
and the world was amazed. But in fact it was easy, since he has just given the proof of the Newtonian
concept, just in different form.
I do not want to weary you now speaking about the proofs of my definite position regarding this issue.
I would just like to bring your attention to the point that if gravitation really is an attraction, all of us
and everything in fact is being taken by the Earth (surface). If gravitation is the accelerating expansion
of the Earth surface, everything is being given to us. This comparison is not fully correct, but globally it
is true.
Let us see, if given, what – alongside with all our minerals, food, everything – is given:
The spirit of God has for sure been given, as Moses wrote it down, since this is the spirit of the Earth,
the quantum impulse of the elementary evolution from the plasma to the Hydrogen process.
Elementary evolution starts with the plasma and ends as the result of the expansion with the
Hydrogen process and not on the contrary.
The aura of the Earth, the gravitation impact has also been given, as this is the consequence of all
elementary processes. The aura as we have discussed is sensitive to conflicts.
Both impacts are of infinite low intensities. But relativity is and shall be about the way how we
manage different kind of intensities. The space-time on the Earth surface and the space-times of the
elementary processes of the elementary evolution are completely different. The process, which is
infinitely long on the Earth surface, is only a wink in the space-time of the plasma process. We live in
intensities rather than in absolute values. If I drink my coffee up in two sips, and you drink out it up in
four sips, my coffee-sipping-intensity is double in comparison to yours. At the same time, the volume
of our coffees is equal. It is the same with the gravitation as well. What for the plasma is a single sip
that for me on the Earth surface is the eternity. I do not feel at all on the Earth surface, but for the
plasma it might be seen that I do not drink coffee at all. But I drink, just for the plasma this is an
infinite long process, because in its space-time this is of infinite low intensity.
In this case, let us speed up the impacts, in order to have the intensities conflicting at the level of the
energy generation in our space-time on the Earth surface. In the same way that the conflict of the
quantum impacts of gravitation and the Sun generate light, another, many times higher than this
conflict, can generate energy. This is an energy source, which can replace all other ones and we have it
everywhere without realising its presence. It does not destroy and does not sacrifice natural sources.
Just we have to grow up to have it. We have to deserve it.
This is also the message of the book.
7. I am grateful for your attention
To whom could I speak about all this if not to my friends?
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